## COOLING ACCESSORIES

### LGA775 CPU Fan
- **MODEL CODE**: CPU-DCLGA
- **FEATURES**:
  - Supports Intel LGA775 CPUs
  - CPU cooler 92mm fan
  - 2800rpm
  - Airflow 55.75cfm

### AM2/3 CPU Fan
- **MODEL CODE**: CPU-DCAM3
- **FEATURES**:
  - Supports AM2 & AM3 CPUs
  - CPU cooler with PWM 92mm fan
  - 800-2800rpm
  - Airflow 44.37cfm

### Case/Power Supply Fan
- **MODEL CODE**: CF-XFAN80, CF-XFAN120
- **DIMENSIONS**: 80 x 80mm, 120 x 120mm
- **FEATURES**:
  - 3 pin & 4 pin
  - Ball bearing

### CPU Cooler Grease
- **MODEL CODE**: CF-500, CF-TPX5
- **TYPE**: 1.5g, 2.5g
- **FEATURES**:
  - Used to increase thermal conductivity between CPU and heat sink
  - Prolongs CPU life
  - Specifically designed for high-end processors
  - Very high thermal conductivity
  - Works reliably at temperatures from -50 to +300°C

### Notebook Cooling Pad
- **MODEL CODE**: NBCP-N280
- **FOR NOTES**: Up to 15.4"
- **FEATURES**:
  - Helps reduce operating temperatures
  - Built-in USB cable eliminates need for external power supply
  - Fits under any notebook computer
  - Compact and lightweight

### Notebook Cooling Pad
- **MODEL CODE**: NBCP-N600
- **FOR NOTES**: Up to 17"
- **FEATURES**:
  - Helps reduce operating temperatures
  - Built-in USB cable eliminates need for external power supply
  - Fits under any notebook computer
  - Compact and lightweight